10-1984 [A-1950] Fidelity - Blitz Chess (module)
Fidelity model BLZ. Dit moduul was blijkbaar bijna zover om uitgebracht te worden, getuige
de advertentie uit de Rochade van oktober 1984. Helaas is het er toch net niet van gekomen!

(Quelle: Rochade - Oktober 1984)
Module Blitz Chess (model BLZ)
Sensory Chess Challenger 9 (A/B) - Prestige Challenger (I/II) - Elite 5.0 Elite A/S (A/B/C) Playmatic S - Elegance - Sensory Chess Challenger 12 - Elite Avant Garde (#2 / #11)

Fidelity announcement (end of 1983)
Blitz Chess (Model BLZ)
The game of chess is usually viewed as slow-pacet, deliberate, and methodical. Yet, in Blitz
Chess, where each player must make all the moves of the game within five minutes, chess
reverses its image. Speed, excitement, and sometimes panic characterize this form of the
game.
The Blitz Chess cartridge is custom tailored for the speed chess game. It also provides your
Chess Challenger with a special-purpose time control function that can play using human (all
moves in 5 minutes) or computer (machine must mate within 60 moves) rules. In addition, the
cartridge will include the capability of setting time odds in games versus the computer and the
possibility of playing fixed-limit speed games, during which each side must make each move
at the sound of a beeper (which might go off every ten seconds).
To accommodate those for whom the necessity of making ten moves in five seconds is not
excitement enough, the cartridge will also include a special opening library, consisting of
swashbuckling lines from chess theory's younger and more carefree days.
Because time is such a crucial factor in these games, the addition of this cartridge to the
Prestige allows its clock display to show time remaining for both the computer and the
human. Thus, the clock display is converted into a speed chess clock.

Module Blitz Chess (model BLZ)
never released! - nie veröffentlicht!
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